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The Stormhaven Etiquette Society, a secretive affair, unafraid to name and shame those who
transgressModel Services, the town’s only brothel, a discreet but busy presence in Church
StreetBybuckle Asylum, a desolate shell on the seafront that housed over seven hundred mental
patients prior to ‘care in the community’What brings these three together is a cold-blooded
execution that both shocks and confounds. For lying dead in the empty asylum, tied to an old
metal bed frame, is a pillar of the establishment. Or is she?Sleuthing couple DI Tamsin Shah and
her remarkable cleric uncle join forces once again to solve a murder mystery that reveals dark
secrets from Abbot Peter’s tempestuous student years.‘Do we ever leave anything behind?’ he
wonders as the killer swings the gun barrel towards him . . .‘To a long list of much-loved detective
pairings, which includes Holmes and Watson, Poirot and Hastings, and Morse and Lewis, we
must now add Abbot Peter and Tamsin Shah’. Church Times



Former scriptwriter for Spitting Image and Sony Award winner, Simon Parke is the author of the
Abbot Peter murder mystery series and the historical novel The Soldier, the Gaoler, the Spy and
Her Lover. Away from publishing, Simon is CEO of the Mind Clinic and enjoys the loneliness of
the long-distance runner.This book is dedicated to the memory ofPaul Carter.‘Baffled, broken
but compelled to praise.’Rest in joy.Author’s noteStormhaven is a thinly disguised version of
Seaford, where I have the honour of living. The geography and the history will tend to be true,
whether it’s the town station’s long platform or golf balls at the top of Firle Road. But the
Bybuckle Asylum, the Stormhaven Etiquette Society and the Sussex Silt are invention, as are all
the characters.And Seaford’s crime figures also differ a little from mine.Prologue‘I’m not liking
this place,’ said James, looking into the darkness, something he’d been doing for a long time
now.They sat on the wet mosaic floor, just inside a door that said, in rotting lettering, ‘Gladstone
Ward’.‘It’s a roof against the rain,’ said his companion, younger than James and a fidget.
‘Definitely better. Definitely.’And it hadn’t been hard to gain access; no one cared enough to lock
this building any more. They hadn’t cared for a long time. The flotsam and jetsam of empty cans,
needles and discarded crisp packets lay scattered, shifting and scraping in the wind.‘But it’s not,
is it?’ said James.‘It’s not what? What isn’t it?’‘It’s not a roof against anything. Feel the damp.’ He
ran his finger down the dripping walls. ‘We’d be drier in the sea.’‘How would we be drier in the
sea?’ Ben was literal, nervous and not best served by his energy drink. He was accidental
company rather than chosen for James. They’d met outside the McDonald’s in Newhaven.
‘Anyway, it’s hammering it down outside. Hammering.’‘I think it’s stopped.’‘I don’t know about
that.’‘I’m going anyway.’‘You can go – I’m staying!’ And then more quietly. ‘I’m definitely
staying.’Silence.‘And I can hear the cries,’ said James. ‘Can you hear them?’‘What
cries?’‘Listen.’‘Listen to what?’‘Can you hear them? The mad. They’re still here, you know.’‘What
are you talking about?’‘Don’t you hear them?’‘I don’t know what you’re talking about sometimes.
I need a piss.’He got up in a hurry and chose a wall too close to James: the splatter and the
smell of urine too close for decency.‘It used to be an asylum, Ben. A mental asylum.’ He said it in
anger because he still had standards. He’d fallen some way from his former life but still had
standards.‘This place?’ said Ben, doing up his flies.‘A loony bin. Used to hold hundreds of them
here by the sea. This was the largest ward . . . Gladstone Ward.’‘How do you know?’ said Ben,
sitting down again. ‘How do you know all this?’‘How does anyone know anything, Ben? Because
they go and find out. It’s called an education.’ And James had had one. How else had he once
been a solicitor? ‘I read about places. You should try it sometime.’‘Why would I want to read
about places?’James had been sleeping rough for four years after losing both job and family
through alcohol. But he still had his dignity, or shreds of it . . . it came and went. And he liked to
know where he was sleeping rough, the history of the place, and there was a lot of history along
the south coast – rocks, Romans, Normans and Nazis. He couldn’t understand those who slept
in a doorway without wondering who had passed this way before them.Ben was now looking
twitchy. ‘I’m getting out,’ he said, gathering his things.‘Why?’‘There could be ghosts.’‘Almost
certainly,’ said James.‘I mean there could be, if it was a nuthouse.’‘I wasn’t thinking of



staying.’James found no peace here. The walls were not kind, he could feel that; and he still
knew the difference between kind and harsh. Perhaps he noticed these things more acutely
since the wheels had come off his life in such spectacular fashion.And so together the two of
them left the building, shuffling down the dark corridor with bags and overcoats. Not quite
friends, not friends at all, but companions for now, stepping out into the night as the moon rose
over the cold January sea. The rain had stopped.‘We could go to Newhaven,’ said James. ‘I think
I will.’ He wouldn’t mention the beach huts to Ben; that wasn’t knowledge he wished to share.
Everyone has somewhere that they alone know. It keeps you sane. ‘There’s a shelter in the
Sainsbury’s car park.’‘I’m getting out of here,’ said Ben. ‘Simple as. Don’t care much where we
go; anywhere but a loony bin.’They turned west towards Newhaven, a two-mile walk, away from
the nuthouse, reckoned unfit for habitation. From its glory days – and there had been glory days
– the Bybuckle Asylum on Stormhaven’s seafront had fallen rather low. Eaten by salt and ripped
by the wind, it couldn’t even house the homeless these days.Though, sadly, it had further to
fall . . .The abbot’s heart boltedlike a startled horse.It was her. It was Rosemary, surely? After all
these years . . .He’d arrived a respectful ten minutes early at the judge’s house, darkly called
Black Cap. Was it named in melancholy, perhaps? Did they miss the death sentence, the drama
of the death hat, the power to dispatch the repulsive from this earth? Was there a judge within
these walls raging at their impotence? It was possible . . . and it was cold. The abbot lifted the
large door knocker with freezing hands and hammered news of his arrival with two loud
bangs.The door opened. ‘Greetings – you must be the abbot.’‘The clues are there,’ said Peter
cheerily, his habit clearly displayed in the porch light.The judicial welcome was polite, efficient
and fast, and with his coat left on a hook in the hallway Peter found himself guided to a seat in
the large front room, with the open feel of a medieval grand hall. The house grew out of this
space, with Peter noting a gap where once an open fire had burned. The judge saw the direction
of his gaze.‘Under-floor heating made it as redundant as a coal miner.’‘How very Roman,’ said
Peter.‘I’m sorry?’ It was spoken with some aggression.‘Hypocausts were much used by the
Romans in their villas throughout the colder climates in Europe and then Britain as they
expanded their empire. They did need their heat.’‘I think we all need our heat, Abbot. I presume
that’s why you went to the desert? To catch some sun.’The abbot smiled. He could think of no
response to such an inadequate observation. He’d lived in a desert monastery close on thirty
years, for reasons he couldn’t necessarily name; but it hadn’t been for the tan. And he
remembered the chill as well as the warmth – the cold, clear-skied nights, which on occasion
required three blankets for settled sleep in his cell.‘The open fire heats the chimney,’ said the
judge in declaratory fashion. ‘My under-floor system heats the room.’Peter sensed that she
wished her heating to be a modern idea, rather than something ancient; her own discovery
rather than anything Roman.‘It’s certainly a warm house to walk into,’ said the abbot, though his
words were not emotionally true. The warmth was in the heating, not the host. They had met but
not met; he’d been guided to his seat like a theatre-goer who was late for the performance, and
now he sat with a cup of lemon and ginger tea in his hand, which wasn’t really tea, not in Peter’s



estimation . . . and perhaps his face revealed his thoughts.‘No builders – so no builders’ tea,’ said
Blessings with a tight smile. And she must have surprised a few defendants when she appeared
in court to take her seat. A black female judge in her attractive forties was not what you expected
in these parts. It was hardly America’s Deep South, but Stormhaven was a place where the white
population came to retire and further to harden their already harsh opinions.All sense of cold
was forgotten, however, when the abbot saw her, or imagined he saw her. Rosemary? Could it
be? Indeed, his hand shook and his tea spilled, burning hot against his thigh through the habit.
She’d appeared in the hallway, talking with Martin Channing who’d also just entered the six-
bedroom house in Firle Road. Well, they’d entered together, here in the posh end of Stormhaven.
So were they together? And how did Peter feel about that?‘So how are all our dear charities in
Sussex?’ asked the charmingly smooth Channing as he removed his coat with careless ease.
He was editor of the local newspaper, the Sussex Silt – a publication also known as ‘The Jackal’.
It fed on the negative and nasty with a particular bent for celebrity shame, fraudulent local
officials, any hint of adultery – and of course, Southern Rail. Or ‘Southern Fail’, as the paper
always called it.It was Martin’s creation, this negative news-sheet, backed by a city hedge fund
that handed over all moral decisions to their accountant, for while the paper was much reviled it
was also much read . . . which was all that interested Channing. He’d never separated news from
entertainment – ‘There is no difference!’ he’d say – and cared little for what the worried middle
classes muttered over their claret and hummus. Here was a man who’d lunched with prime
ministers in his Fleet Street days and knew only disdain for the rich and powerful. With a fine
head of salt-and-pepper hair, he arrived on the south coast with a deep sense of mischief in the
game that was life. ‘Nothing to be taken too seriously, Abbot, otherwise where would we be?’And
so it was a polite question in the hallway, Martin to Rosemary: ‘How are all our dear charities in
Sussex?’He was only feigning interest. The charities of Sussex were of no concern at all to
Martin. And before Rosemary could answer, the editor’s attention had moved on. He’d glanced
through the hall to the front room and seen his guest of honour, Abbot Peter, sitting with tea and
a haunted face.‘Looks like you’ve seen a ghost, Peter!’ he declared heartily, and Peter smiled
back weakly because it well described how he felt. A ghost from the past, yes . . . though not
some shimmering ghoul but a flesh-and-blood memory, melting the years away, the edifice of
time crumbling, as if he was back in the Highgate Asylum.‘Camomile, Rosemary?’ asked
Blessings.‘Thank you,’ said the ghost, taking off her coat.So it was Rosemary in the hallway, he
knew now – or almost knew. What were the chances of another woman who looked so like
Rosemary sharing her name? She was the right age, the age Rosemary would be . . . and
suddenly the evening envisioned by the abbot was unravelling and a new fear appearing,
making his neck sweat in winter. Would she recognize him?He had to hope not; that would be
best. It was forty years, after all, and he wore different clothes now, very different clothes. She’d
have no idea of his life since then, of his long stay in the deserts of Middle Egypt, abbot of the
monastery of St James-the-Less. They’d had no contact after they parted – and perhaps, in
truth, they’d had no contact before. It had been Peter left restless by events; what Rosemary had



felt, he had no idea . . . and it was all so long ago.The front door opened again and two more
visitors stepped out of the dark January chill. Polite greetings ensued, awkward more than kind,
while hot drinks were organized and a plate of expensive biscuits appeared. Peter assumed they
were expensive, as he’d never seen the like of them before and certainly not in the desert. Some
even boasted gold foil, which was rather intriguing. And when all were seated, Martin –
apparently chair of this select little group – made the introductions.‘It’s quite wonderful of
Blessings to play host again,’ he said and the judge nodded graciously. ‘That’s the penalty for
earning so much, of course. No one else here has the space for such a gathering!’ Some
nervous laughter rippled around the room. Channing had the ability to appear to be sniping at
everyone. ‘And not to forget our guest,’ he said mysteriously. ‘Abbot Peter!’Heads turned.‘A rare
species, abbots,’ said Blessings.‘Well, a pretend abbot really,’ replied Martin. ‘He hasn’t seen the
inside of a monastery for a while . . . but clings to his old status for consolation.’It was further
sniping from Martin but true enough. Peter had been in Stormhaven for over four years now,
while keeping his clothes and title.‘Word of warning, though, Abbot,’ he said. Peter looked
up.‘Yes?’‘I’m afraid we are a rather secret society.’‘Secret about what?’‘So we don’t expect any
sharing of details with the outside world. You must imagine that this place – and all that
transpires here – is Bletchley Park!’‘Bletchley Park?’‘The code-breaking centre during the war,’
said Channing. It was a sharply delivered put-down, an explanation that should not need to be
given, one that was slowing Martin down – and showing his guest up.‘I’m aware of what it was,’
said the abbot. ‘I’m just struggling for the connection . . . with this.’He indicated the circle of six in
which he sat, comfortably settled with tea and biscuits and with no obvious link to high-pressure
code-breaking in cold huts designed to foil the Nazis.‘The secrecy, Abbot! It was secret squirrel
at Bletchley. No one could speak of what they did there, even to their nearest and dearest . . . just
supposing the two are ever the same.’ Martin looked around with a naughty smile. ‘And when
Churchill congratulated the staff on their work at the end of the war, he told them, “You were the
geese who laid the golden eggs – but never cackled.”’‘I see,’ said the abbot. ‘So this is a call not
to cackle?’‘They went to their deaths saying nothing, revealing nothing. Such honour! And we
expect the same, do we not?’He looked conspiratorially around the group, who seemed to be in
agreement with their leader on this one. Perhaps they were flattered to be part of a secret
society, though Peter felt only the strangeness of the call.‘There is an irony in a newspaper man
demanding that no one tell their story,’ he said.Channing told everyone’s story, and still more
eagerly if they asked him to keep it quiet.‘There’s a season for everything, Abbot. You’re
forgetting your Scriptures again.’Peter smiled . . . and tried not to look at Rosemary, who sat to
his right in this strange circle.He was regretting coming. At Martin’s invitation, he was a guest
speaker tonight at the Stormhaven Etiquette Society. He enjoyed speaking, believing himself not
without skill in this particular line of work. But how he was regretting coming . . .There was a
knockon Tara’s door.‘Come!’ she said briskly, settling her glasses in her thick blonde hair, cut
shorter now she was in her forties.It was Katrina, one of the working girls – though at thirty-two
she was hardly a girl; her son was a teenager. Tara had seen them together in Morrisons,



plundering the freezer section. She had warned her about shopping locally.‘You never know who
you might bump into,’ she said.‘I don’t mind who I bump into,’ said Katrina dismissively.‘No – but
your client might. Particularly if his wife’s in tow. That’s heart attack territory.’‘That is not my issue,’
said Katrina.‘Why not shop in Eastbourne?’‘Eastbourne is a graveyard.’‘And Stormhaven
isn’t?’But today they were alone, no teenage son in sight, with Katrina looking concerned in a
Virginia Woolf sort of way. Her long mousy hair was pulled back above her serious lagoon eyes.
She stood in the doorway with a cross around her neck, like a disturbed nun seeking the advice
of her Mother Superior. But this wasn’t an abbey, it was Stormhaven’s only brothel, Model
Service.‘I’ve had a visitor, Tara.’Her voice was a little shaky. Tara had no time for shaky this
morning.‘It’s your job to have visitors, Katrina. Was he nice?’‘He was a man.’ She did not say this
as a compliment. She earned her living from men; she did not have to like them.‘Did he pay?’‘He
paid.’‘So all’s well.’ Why was Katrina disturbing her? But she clearly had more to say. ‘You didn’t
indicate any trouble, Katrina.’They had a system at Model Service. There were cameras in the
corridor and a buzzer by the bed, mainly for the girls’ protection, of course. But there was also
the revenue to consider. Money was the first matter dealt with in this business; clients paid in
advance for services rendered, and only after cash was handed over did things proceed. The
girls had a small safe in their room where the money was deposited. Only once had a client tried
to force the code from Katrina. She’d used the pepper spray on him, after which Tara had
escorted him out with a rolling pin for support.And so Tara was thinking this was unusual . . .
unusual for Katrina to be concerned by a man. She wasn’t the high-maintenance sort, one of
those girls with endless needs and fragile time-keeping. She’d been a model employee since
arriving from Poland three years ago. And she wasn’t your average sex worker – no one could
call her that. She followed the pontiff on Twitter, and was inclined to offer papal pronouncements,
which was unfortunate. Papal pronouncements were rarely helpful here – or indeed anywhere, in
Tara’s estimation.But Katrina had a work ethic to die for, so who cared about her religion? She
got on with it – as long as they wore a condom and refrained from violence. And if they smelt,
she gave them a bath and made them enjoy it. Aside from her Catholicism, her core belief was
this: ‘A man is always better for a bath.’So it was odd that she was standing here with a problem.
Cherise, the other girl – she was much more likely to be having a whine. Since her arrival from
Romford, there’d been good and bad. She’d taken them all forward a century or two with her
understanding of the internet – well, she’d changed the business, to be honest. No more pictures
in phone boxes, which the police had never liked, apart from to have a good stare . . .But oh! Did
she have a grumble in her, that one? Cherise was never far from a grumble about her
percentage of the takings or a noisy water pipe or the springs in the mattress, damp in the
bathroom, her boyfriend or whatever. While Katrina – standing here wrapped in a bathrobe – she
got on with things . . . and then went home to her son. And that’s the difference between Krakow
and Romford, thought Tara.So whatever was disturbing Katrina this afternoon, it must be
serious. Did she want to leave? Had the pope finally got to her conscience? They say there’s no
recovery for a Catholic conscience. Or did she have family to return to in Poland? Her boy was



growing up; did she want Polish schooling for him? That would be a shame for Model Service.
She was a good girl, Katrina.‘He left a sticker,’ said Katrina.‘I’m sorry?’‘A sticker.’Tara wondered if
this was crude – some slang she hadn’t heard. But that was more Cherise than Katrina, who was
never crude.‘You know – a message.’‘What sort of message?’‘You come and see.’‘Can’t you tell
me?’She didn’t want to move. Katrina had the room at the top of the house and Tara had done
her ten thousand steps for the day . . . her Fitbit had buzzed its applause a short while ago. She
didn’t need more exercise.‘You come and see,’ insisted Katrina.They went up the narrow
staircase, two flights, to Katrina’s room, which still smelt of sex.‘You didn’t give him a bath?’‘He
did not want a bath. He wanted to be hit . . . with happy endings.’Tara eyed the various tools of
the trade in the corner. Clients were given a choice of instrument when it came to punishment
and the weapons were not always predictable. Katrina had once come down to ask her for ‘the
kitchen tool – the flat bendy blade’.‘A spatula?’‘Yes.’They’d had to go next door for one of those,
where their neighbour Eileen was a keen cake-maker. She had a spatula and handed it over with
some excitement.‘What are you baking?’ she asked.‘Katrina’s doing something spankingly
Polish,’ said Tara.‘Ooh, I’d like to see that!’No, you wouldn’t, thought Tara, and they didn’t return it
after use. They bought Eileen a new spatula, claiming ‘an accident’.This afternoon, however, it
had been the good old-fashioned cane.‘Well, I hope you hit him hard,’ said Tara. ‘Now, what’s the
problem?’Katrina was usually quick to clean and air the room; she used to be in hotel work. But
not this afternoon. She was troubled and pointing. There on the open door was a blue sticker
which read: ‘TO THE SLUT CREW OF CHURCH STREET, BE WARNED: YOU’RE NOT QUITE
WHAT WE WANT. THE STORMHAVEN ETIQUETTE SOCIETY.’Rosemary had recognized
him.She’d recognized Peter as soon as Channing looked across to him, sitting there in the
judge’s lounge, holding his tea. He’d appeared to avoid her gaze, but she may have imagined
that. He’d always had an avoidant trait in him . . . though that was a long time ago. But do people
change – really? They say time’s a great healer, but Rosemary had never met anyone healed by
time.Peter had been an unusual arrival at the unit in Highgate; that was clear enough in her
memory. There was never a happy story on patients’ notes when they arrived, but ‘violence in a
church service’ was more entertaining than some. She remembered it all rather clearly, because
he’d told her the story. He’d started attending a large and successful church in Oxford where he
was at university, and all seemed to be going well until the day he began throwing hymn books at
the preacher, accusing him of talking ‘crap’. Apparently he kept shouting just that: ‘You’re talking
crap!’ and ‘This isn’t true!’ And when a steward came to remove him, he took offence at the
physical contact, a firm grip on his arm, and swung round and hit the steward in the face . . . and
when the preacher said, ‘I see our friend has a problem,’ he turned and shouted, ‘No, you have
the problem – you’re talking crap! And I’m not your friend!’The steward, whose nose was broken,
had insisted on pressing charges, feeling that he would be ‘a poor witness to our Lord’ not to do
so, and once the police were involved it all got rather complicated. But for reasons Rosemary
knew nothing about, the young man ended up at the Highgate unit, where she was just starting
out as a young mental health nurse.And he was different, Peter; Rosemary had never met



anyone quite like him. He was dangerous but not in a physical or emotional sense, like most of
her patients. You could just see that he wasn’t going to fit into the world, that he’d always be
throwing hymn books – or any other missiles to hand – at those in authority, at those speaking,
well, ‘crap’. And while she knew it wasn’t a good idea, that you couldn’t always be throwing hymn
books, she quite admired him for it. Perhaps Rosemary would have liked to throw a few things at
people herself. But she’d erred more towards duty in life, towards being responsible, helping
people, sorting things out; she was good at this. And what was the point of getting angry? It
didn’t achieve anything, really it didn’t.Peter had bought her flowers sometimes. Patients were
allowed out towards the end of their stay, to do a little shopping at the newsagent’s on Highgate
Hill, accompanied by a member of staff. And he would sometimes bring her back flowers. ‘Just a
small thank you!’ he’d say and then disappear. And that was all fine. But when he’d started
writing letters to her after he left the unit, she’d ignored them – or occasionally offered rather
distant replies, because professionally it was the right thing to do. One couldn’t form a
relationship with clients, it wouldn’t look good. It could be perceived in the wrong way.Though
she’d always remembered him and, yes, never met anyone else like him. They say you only meet
one person, and for Rosemary, perhaps that had been Peter. And if her letters had been a little
warmer, who knows? But life had been busy, with no time for complications of the heart. There
had been more important matters to attend to; and then forty years went by.So, it had been quite
a surprise to see him – and in those clothes! – at the Stormhaven Etiquette Society the night
before.And the surprises were not finished . . .Tara breathed deeplyas she pondered the sticker
on Katrina’s door. Not a woman shocked easily, Tara was shocked now. What was that sticker
about? Well, she could see what it was about. ‘TO THE SLUT CREW OF CHURCH STREET, BE
WARNED: YOU’RE NOT QUITE WHAT WE WANT. THE STORMHAVEN ETIQUETTE
SOCIETY.’‘What is this etiquette society?’ asked Katrina. She pronounced the ‘u’ as a ‘w’.‘Lord
knows,’ she replied, trying to sound religious.‘And what does it mean?’‘It doesn’t mean
anything.’‘Everything means something.’Tara continued with her breathing. She’d once tried
meditation, learned that breathing was her friend, a refuge from anxious thoughts . . . and she
was having a few right now. She knew all about the Stormhaven Etiquette Society. They had a
record of nastiness, targeting organizations with their stupid stickers and then vilifying them in
the press. And that was the last thing Model Service needed, quite the last thing, because then
the police would have to get involved. So Tara breathed in and out, her lungs trying to soften the
blow, to ease the waves of fear. She knew of the Stormhaven Etiquette Society, but Katrina
needn’t.‘I don’t know what it means, dear,’ she said, looking round the room. Everything was in
order otherwise. Tidy girl, Katrina.‘You look worried,’ said Katrina.‘I’m not worried. I’ll talk to the
boss, but life goes on. Probably some sad little joke.’‘You think so? If he returns, I’ll kill him.’‘Just
make sure he pays you first . . . and doesn’t enjoy it.’ Tara peeled the sticker from the door but
held back from destroying it. ‘And you think he left it on the door when leaving?’‘Well, who else
put it there?’ Then Katrina had a thought. ‘Look at the corridor film. He’s on camera. You can see
who he is.’But Tara knew that there was no footage to look at. He’d been the first client of the day,



her mind had been elsewhere, she hadn’t turned it on. She often didn’t, to be honest. It was
more for show and to keep the boss happy. The boss liked to look after the girls, as if this was
some hostel for abused women, when in truth it was nothing of the sort. It was a business, with
everyone – clients and staff – here out of choice, and with much better customer/staff relations
than the post office up the road.‘So there’s no footage?’‘The important thing is, you saw him.’‘I
saw him, yes.’She’d seen him from all angles. The identity parade would have to be a little
unusual.‘And you hit him.’‘But he enjoyed it!’ said Katrina with frustration. ‘That’s no
punishment . . . no punishment at all.’It’s no good if you enjoy the punishment. What’s punishing
about that? It turns hell into heaven and Katrina did believe in punishment – or what hope was
there for society?But with no name or address, the young man who liked to be hit with a cane
and left offensive stickers on doors had slipped anonymously away into the sea breeze.Who
else could have left it?Geoff and Martinwere an odd couple, sitting on the seafront bench in
January. Geoff Berry was a successful Stormhaven estate agent. They were talking about the
Stormhaven Etiquette Society and Geoff had some issues.‘I just don’t feel terribly comfortable
there,’ he said.‘Oh?’ Martin tried to sound concerned.‘In the meetings, I mean. Though it’s a
great honour to be asked, Martin; absolutely a great honour!’‘It’s an honour to have you among
us, Geoff.’Martin could not imagine less of an honour and was irritated that he needed this man;
that he had to play at flattery on this freezing shoreline.‘But, well – do they get me, Martin? I do
wonder if they really get me?’‘Oh, I think the discerning get you, Geoff. And really, does anyone
else matter?’Was Geoff happy to be loved only by the discerning? He’d perhaps like a few of the
undiscerning on board as well.‘I wonder whether I’m a bit zany for them,’ he said. ‘Whether I
move through the gears too fast and they can’t keep up.’ What was Geoff talking about? Was he
describing his inability to focus, wondered Martin; his mind did drift rather. ‘I just don’t always feel
comfortable.’‘Comfort will come,’ said Martin with a reassuring smile. ‘A fine wine takes time,
Geoff.’ And then as a clincher: ‘You’re a great hit with Rosemary, of course.’‘Really?’‘Very much
so.’Geoff was relieved. He loved being a great hit with people and felt considerably heartened by
the news. He also liked being compared to a fine wine . . . well, he liked any compliment really.
And it was possible that with a little more patience, as Martin suggested, comfort in the group
would come; though he wasn’t sure. They were a pretty odd bunch, were they not? And if they
didn’t ‘get him’ now, then when would they?He’d started attending meetings of the Etiquette
Society because Channing was a hard man to say no to. The notorious editor had strolled into
his Geoff Berry estate agency and said, ‘I need you to step outside for a cup of coffee, Geoff. Do
you have a moment?’It was a bit presumptuous, of course it was, as if he didn’t have a business
to run and a thousand things to attend to. But Geoff had found a moment, a window in his diary,
because he was intrigued, not to say flattered, by the interest of a man such as Channing. He
was also a little bored at work, to be honest. ‘No two days are the same,’ he’d say to new
employees. But actually, they were. Most days were exactly the same, tediously so, and he
needed other interests, always had done. Geoff liked to be spinning as many plates as possible,
and if he let a few crash to the ground, well, so be it.‘And I now want you to become a full



member of the Stormhaven Etiquette Society, Geoff,’ said Martin, looking straight out to sea, like
an admiral eyeing the horizon. He spoke with that sort of confidence. ‘It’s decision time. You’ve
been to a few meetings, you know the work we do – the good work we do. And God knows we
need local figures of substance, some big hitters, to give us ballast . . . some gravitas.’‘Well, I
hardly think I have much to offer!’‘Stop right there, Geoff!’ Channing waved his finger at the
property man in comedic fashion. ‘Successful local businessman for twenty years, respected
member of the Rotary Club, star of the wonderful local theatre – this is no time for self-
deprecation!’Channing was aware he’d forgotten the name of Stormhaven’s wonderful local
theatre. He’d been taken there for a performance once, and it had been appalling. Geoff may
have been playing the lead – he probably was – but thankfully, the whole affair was erased from
Martin’s memory, so he couldn’t be sure.‘I suppose I have become something of a local
celebrity,’ said Geoff, his feathers puffing a little.‘I even saw your photo on the wall in the post
office, listing your achievements! Move over David Beckham, I say!’‘Well, that’s just a company
advert, Martin. Not quite Beckham-esque.’He was hardly David Beckham; Martin had gone a bit
over the top there, this is what Geoff was thinking . . . though maybe there were similarities. Geoff
was open to the possibility.‘Not smouldering in your underpants, I grant you,’ said Martin, pulling
back a little. Flattery worked best when at least briefly acquainted with reality. ‘He really does
that very well, the smouldering thing.’‘He does,’ said Geoff, though with hesitation, because he
didn’t want to sound gay.There was a momentary pause on the seaside bench, though no quiet,
thanks to the large machines bulldozing the Stormhaven shingle back towards Newhaven. They
came every winter, after another year of tidal shift. And as the town’s only sea wall against
flooding, the banking of the shingle mattered.‘Not pretty,’ said Channing, eyeing the huge-
wheeled monsters shunting the stones. ‘But I suppose we can’t always have beautiful saviours.
This is Stormhaven, after all – not Hollywood.’‘And it’s all about decency, that sort of thing?’ said
Geoff wishing to get back to the Etiquette Society and his place in it. As Martin said, he’d been
attending meetings for a year; it probably was time he made up his mind about joining. But the
issue was a long way from straightforward.He’d known of the society before Martin had
approached him to join, and the fact was, no one was exactly complimentary about it. He
wouldn’t be telling Channing, but one colleague had called it ‘a dangerous gathering of control
freaks’, while his wife, Mandy – who had just walked out on him again – had said, ‘The
Stormhaven Etiquette Society legitimizes snobbery, disdain and disgust, Geoffrey – sounds
perfect for you.’Mandy could be a bitch, but she wasn’t stupid.‘Decency,’ said Martin,
reassuringly. ‘Well said, Geoff. Decency. I know that’s what your life has been about and it’s what
the society aims to promote.’ Martin paused for a moment. ‘And perhaps sociability is another
important word for us.’‘Sociability?’‘It’s a commitment to sociability – to being sociable, to
noticing one’s neighbours and behaving in a considerate manner towards them. Is that hope so
very wicked?’‘Not in my book, Martin.’It all sounded very decent indeed.‘So of course there’s
some shaming to be done – and quite right too!’ Geoff nodded. ‘Spare the rod and spoil the
child. Shaming is the only way some people change.’Shame did make Geoff feel uncomfortable,



but if it was someone else being shamed, he could cope with that. Indeed, it was almost a
relief.‘No one wants to receive one of the society’s stickers, that’s for sure!’ said Geoff. Some of
his Rotary colleagues lived in dread of a sticker being left at their business, because the
unwanted delivery always went public. Anyone who received a sticker also found themselves
portrayed darkly in the Sussex Silt.‘Group cooperation and norms for hygiene stand at the heart
of evolution,’ said Martin, doing his best to sound like David Attenborough. ‘Of course there’s
shame and quite right too! This is about the survival of the human race!’The survival of the
human race? Geoff hadn’t realized the stakes were quite so high here in Stormhaven . . . but
Channing did have a point.‘It’s about boundaries, about civilization, Geoff . . . about keeping
those brutish twin scourges of selfishness and bad taste at bay.’ Martin was looking out to sea
again, as one pondering the profundities of life. He was a better actor than Geoff; he just didn’t
need tights and make-up. ‘The Church used to do these things, of course, give us some rules . . .
but alas no longer. Who knows what the reverends do these days? Run homeless shelters as far
as I can make out!’ Martin was pushing at an open door here, and Geoff nodded in shared and
bewildered amusement. ‘So the Etiquette Society fights alone for a proper, correct code of
conduct – for simple but life-saving good manners.’Geoff had not enjoyed the recent meeting.
Martin had invited some abbot fellow to give a talk, which he didn’t much take to, or even
understand. But generally, meetings combined some rather enjoyable local gossip with a strong
thread of negativity, which had its own joy. It was a particular pleasure to run others down and
feel righteous as one did so. Like on a seesaw, when they go down, you go up!The society met
in an expensive property in Firle Road, adjacent to the golf course, owned by the judge,
Blessings N’Dayo – and by the by, worth around £990,000 if put on the market today. Geoff
couldn’t help but know these things; to him, a house was always a property and never a home.
This is what Mandy said, when he complained about her expenditure on curtains for the lounge,
or new tiles in the en-suite shower.‘There’ll be no return on the investment, that’s all I’m saying,
should we decide to sell the property.’‘This isn’t a “property”, Geoff – it’s our home.’‘Everything’s
a property, Mandy.’Geoff didn’t like going home, this was the trouble. Others in the office looked
forward to going home at the end of the day; he didn’t. His life ended when he went home, as if
he ceased to exist on going through the front door – no appreciation from anyone. He was
appreciated at work, but not at home. And so the Etiquette Society provided another night out,
another delayed return into the bosom of his unsatisfactory family.And he had Martin to thank for
this, because he created it all. Why the others were there, he couldn’t be sure, for nothing
seemed to connect any of them. There was the major-general, Terence Blain, like some latter-
day Lawrence of Arabia . . . an odd fish all round. He was painfully polite but mainly silent in
meetings – and now working in the supermarket, for God’s sake! A decorated war hero who gave
it all up to work in Morrisons. You couldn’t make it up! Geoff would have loved to hear some
stories from Iraq, but that wasn’t going to happen . . . because Terence didn’t speak of it.‘What’s
been your most frightening moment?’ he’d once asked him in a meeting.‘Asking Blessings if she
had any sugar,’ he’d replied with a wry smile. And the group loved that.And then there was the



judge. The name Blessings really didn’t suit her; she was terrifying, absolutely terrifying. Martin
had said, ‘She’s quite harmless, really,’ but there was nothing harmless about her in Geoff’s
estimation. Fortunately, he’d avoided saying the first line that came into his head when she
greeted him in the hallway: ‘Well, you don’t meet many black female judges in Stormhaven!’It
would have been true, but could have been taken the wrong way. And he didn’t wish to fall out
with her; a good relationship would be wise and useful, should she ever want to sell. The Geoff
Berry agency would enjoy shifting that property on her behalf.But if anyone could make him join
the society, it was neither Terence nor Blessings – it was Rosemary. There was something about
her: an older woman but an attractive one. Isn’t sixty the new forty? Whether he had a future with
Mandy, he wasn’t sure. She seemed to be moving on, increasingly critical of him, and he really
didn’t need that. He didn’t need anyone being critical of him. So Rosemary was an appealing
distraction. It need be nothing serious, of course – though who knows? She seemed to like him,
and Martin had suggested as much.And if your wife can’t be nice to you, is it really so wrong to
look for someone who can? Hardly! He shouldn’t have thrown the vase at her; he’d lost his
temper, and now wished he hadn’t. But then, any man would lose his temper with Mandy, and he
really wasn’t a violent man, not by nature. Rage had its own rules – it threw things and shouted –
he couldn’t help that. And he’d apologized; he always apologized, bought flowers or something.
So why couldn’t she just forget about it and move on? Well, she had moved on, quite literally.
She was presently living with a friend in Peacehaven . . .‘So you’ll join us, then?’ said Martin.‘I’ll
join you,’ said Geoff.‘Wonderful,’ said Martin. ‘The Etiquette Society gains a new warlord and
Stormhaven breathes a sigh of relief!’‘Well, thank you.’Martin smiled. He had his man.‘And now,
while I’ve got you here, Geoff – and I know you’re madly busy, as all successful men are. But
there’s one other small matter I may need your help with.’‘What’s that?’The two men continued
their conversation looking out to sea, just a five-minute walk from the Bybuckle Asylum, a place
of interest to them both and a murder scene in waiting . . .‘You can stay for a while,and then we’ll
see,’ said Blessings to Francisco on his arrival. ‘Is this all you have?’The young man had arrived
with a holdall and rucksack and was standing awkwardly in the judge’s hallway, where people
hung their coats. It was about the size of the prison cell he’d left that morning.‘It is, yes – I like to
travel light, always have.’He had a springy Welsh lilt in his voice, as though fresh from Under Milk
Wood. But his life had not been poetry in motion and he’d paid the price.‘I suppose, if we’re
being honest, you don’t have much to travel with,’ said Blessings in a corrective manner. One
shouldn’t make a virtue of necessity. This boy had nothing, this was quite clear. So how could he
travel in any other way but ‘light’?And for the awkward guest, this was all rather sudden.
Francisco, the son of two Welsh Catholics, had been planning on going to a hostel, a halfway
house. It’s what everyone did. And then, two days before his release date, the judge had offered
him a room in her home and he’d said to himself, ‘Honestly – why not?’ No harm in being looked
after by a rich woman, and a hot one at that, in an unavailable sort of way. His mates had made
their jokes, of course: ‘From arsonist to toy boy, Fran – surely now you believe in God?’But it
would take a little more than that for him to believe. He’d need to get past his Sunday school



teacher, and he wasn’t quite ready for that.‘I don’t know what the gay scene is like in
Stormhaven,’ said the judge, bringing him back to the hallway.‘Oh.’What were the rules of
engagement here? He had no idea. He’d always found adults a mystery anyway. His father had
lived in terror of his son being gay, when no girlfriend appeared. He’d use it as a weapon of
attack.‘I don’t want a gay son!’ he’d say whenever Fran disappointed him, when he missed a
goal or asked to sing in the choir, whatever it was. ‘I don’t want a gay son!’ And now, some years
later, he simply had a son who’d never speak with him again.But Fran was in Stormhaven now
and a long way from Taff’s Well. He was in the house of a judge on the south coast of England –
posh world – and she needed reassurance.‘The gay scene is not my first priority,’ he said.‘So
what is your first priority, Francisco?’‘Making myself useful around here, I suppose; and looking
for a job. I just want to be normal.’‘You’ll not be bringing young men back here, do you
understand?’‘No, I won’t be doing that,’ he said.It was strange, but when he’d faced her in court,
she’d been kinder. She’d seemed like a friend in some manner. He had felt fairly treated and
that’s all he wanted, for things to be fair; because things hadn’t always been fair in Taff’s Well. Yet
here in her home, away from the court, she was more like a warder than a friend, her tone full of
rules and banging metal doors.‘I can do some gardening for you, Mrs N’Dayo. I’ve done
gardening before. I used to do a fair bit of gardening. And I can cook.’‘Have you a good arm?’‘I’m
sorry?’‘You’ll find a lot of golf balls in the garden, over-hit from over the road.’ With her head, she
indicated the Stormhaven Golf Club. ‘And when you throw the balls back, make sure you hit one
of the club members. They’re mostly old and unpleasant.’‘You don’t like the golfers?’‘That’s like
asking me whether I like the Ku Klux Klan.’Bit over the top, thought Fran.‘It’s not big in Wales,
really . . . golf, I mean.’‘Doesn’t involve sheep,’ said Blessings. Fran didn’t like that; it just wasn’t
necessary. Not really the sort of joke a judge should make, in his opinion – but then what did his
opinion count for round here? ‘I’m away a lot when I’m working,’ she continued. ‘Follow me.’They
walked through the lounge. It was enormous – like, absolutely huge! There were no front rooms
like this in Taff’s Well. He’d never been inside a house as big, nowhere close; he was thinking
this as they ascended the wide and slightly curving stairs. ‘So it’s useful to have a housekeeper
here,’ continued Blessings, ‘to look after the place . . . especially if Dinah is home.’‘Dinah?’‘My
daughter. She’s at Roedean.’‘What’s that?’‘It’s a school, a big school outside Brighton, boarding
obviously, and she likes to stay there as much as possible.’‘I always wanted to go to boarding
school myself. Like Harry Potter!’‘But unfortunately she does need to come home occasionally to
recharge her phone or whatever.’‘Right, well, that’s no problem. How old is she?’Blessings
scowled. What sort of a question was that?‘You’re not one of those gays who slip up
sometimes?’‘No. I mean – I was just asking a question.’‘I need to trust you.’‘You can trust me, Mrs
N’Dayo.’‘Any hint of anything – you know what I mean – and that will be that for you. Your
probation officer will know instantly, is that clear?’‘Yes.’This was more demeaning than prison
had ever been. He’d walked in the door and assumptions had spilled from this woman like a river
in flood on his father’s farm, ruining the crops, drowning the pasture, killing good growth. He’d
written a poem about that when he was inside; he’d called it ‘The killing flood’. They’d had a



poetry class, which everyone thought was a joke, but he enjoyed it, writing things . . . when no
one had ever told him he could write.And things would settle, he thought as he put his holdall
and rucksack down on the bed in the small room at the top of the house. It had pink wallpaper,
and with its angled roof you had to bend in places. It was like the servants’ quarters, if Blessings
had had servants. Perhaps he was the servant. He had to be positive, though, look on the bright
side. He told himself this because he didn’t want to get angry again; and she was giving him a
home, when he couldn’t go back to his own. There’d be no welcome for him in South Wales, not
after recent events.
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Danielle, “If you're looking for a fast-paced mystery, this one's for you.. I received an ARC from
NetGalley to read and review. The below is my honest, unbiased opinion. Thank you, Simon
Parke, the publisher, and NetGalley, for allowing me to review.The Stormhaven Etiquette Society,
a secretive affair, unafraid to name and shame those who transgress. Model Services, the town’s
only brothel, a discreet but busy presence in Church Street. Bybuckle Asylum, a desolate shell
on the seafront that housed over seven hundred mental patients prior to ‘care in the community.’
What brings these three together is a cold-blooded execution that both shocks and confounds.
For lying dead in the empty asylum, tied to an old metal bed frame, is a pillar of the
establishment. Or is she? Sleuthing couple DI Tamsin Shah and her remarkable cleric uncle join
forces once again to solve a murder mystery that reveals dark secrets from Abbot Peter’s
tempestuous student years.After seeing the cover for The Indecent Death of a Madam: An
Abbot Peter Mystery, I just *had* to read it, and thankfully, Simon Parke didn't disappointment. I
enjoyed this mystery and Parke's writing. I enjoyed the characters, the twists, and the
suspenseful plot. If you're looking for a fast-paced mystery, this one's for you.”

Bluebell9, “The Stormhaven Etiquette Society.. I approached the latest title in this series with
caution - but I need not have worried - we soon find ourselves in familiar Abbot Peter territory -
we are here in the imposing house of the imposing Judge Blessings, a high-powered, if rather
cold, black woman judge.I have always enjoyed the scenes between Abbot Peter and his wilful,
driven niece, Tamsin. The much discussed so-called chemistry between the two goes a long
way to adding to the popularity of this series.Between the brothel, the Bybuckle asylum and the
assorted well-drawn characters, the plot is never short of drama, twists and intrigue.I had to
laugh at the antics of The Stormhaven Etiquette Society - especially at its chairman, Martin
Channing, editor of 'The Sussex Silt', Stormhaven's 'oily rag', packed full of scurrilous gossip
and low-brow quizzes. I well remember Martin Channing from previous stories, and love his lazy
egotism and false bonhomie.The characters and plot held my attention as firmly as they always
do in this series.Highly recommended.”

Flee, “Another fine story. Abbot Peter is so not Father Brown. A complex and interesting plot with
normal characters and a most satisfying read.”

Ms. Audrey A. Gates, “Abbot Peter triumphs again. Another superb Abbot Peter mystery from
Simon Parke and better than ever More please! I've now read them all and can recommend
highly.”

Kath Bennett, “First. This is my first Abbot Peter book a d I was quite impressed. I can't wait to
read more stories about him.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent - the best yet!. I have read all the Abbot Peter book and I think
this is my favourite - really gripping and well written.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 10 people have provided feedback.
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